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Abstract: Among the knowledge areas in which process mining has had an impact, the audit domain
is particularly striking. Traditionally, audits seek evidence in a data sample that allows making
inferences about a population. Mistakes are usually committed when generalizing the results and
anomalies; therefore, they appear in unprocessed sets; however, there are some efforts to address
these limitations using process-mining-based approaches for fraud detection. To the best of our
knowledge, no fraud audit method exists that combines process mining techniques and visual
analytics to identify relevant patterns. This paper presents a fraud audit approach based on the
combination of process mining techniques and visual analytics. The main advantages are: (i) a
method is included that guides the use of the visual capabilities of process mining to detect fraud
data patterns during an audit; (ii) the approach can be generalized to any business domain; (iii)
well-known process mining techniques are used (dotted chart, trace alignment, fuzzy miner . . . ). The
techniques were selected by a group of experts and were extended to enable filtering for contextual
analysis, to handle levels of process abstraction, and to facilitate implementation in the area of fraud
audits. Based on the proposed approach, we developed a software solution that is currently being
used in the financial sector as well as in the telecommunications and hospitality sectors. Finally,
for demonstration purposes, we present a real hotel management use case in which we detected
suspected fraud behaviors, thus validating the effectiveness of the approach.

Keywords: fraud audit; process mining; visual analytics

1. Introduction

Organizations lose up to 5% of their annual revenue to fraud. Cases such as Enron,
WorldCom, Parmalat, and Tyco are among the most prominent cases that demonstrate
how devastating the impact of fraud can be. According to the Association of Certified
Fraud Examiners (ACFE), occupational fraud is more likely to be detected through “tips”
(notifications or complaints) than by any other means [1]. All seems to indicate that even
though detecting fraud has become a priority in organizations [2], efforts to develop and
introduce effective fraud prevention and detection mechanisms are still insufficient.

Several studies have reviewed the field’s current limitations. Most works agree that
traditional fraud audits support their results by analyzing a limited random sample, which
forms the basis from which the auditor infers conclusions about the situation existing in the
period under review. The analyses are usually performed manually and focus on checking
documents, static rules, risks, or control objectives that limit the auditable elements [3].

The truth is, however, that the results are limited, and paradoxically, a considerable
amount of time is spent on execution, in addition to the use of substantial human and
material resources [4,5].

Traditionally, the auditing profession addressed fraud in two essential ways: search-
ing for fraud using a passive approach by testing internal controls, or reacting to fraud
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allegations. Fraud audits arise as an alternative to uncover fraud by adopting a proactive
approach. A fraud audit is the application of audit procedures to a population of business
transactions to increase the likelihood of identifying fraud [6].

In this context, audit analytics has emerged as an applied science focused on pattern
discovery and analysis, anomaly identification, and the extraction and visualization of
useful information, thus increasing the effectiveness of audits [7]. Specifically, process
mining stands out as a valuable technique for audits [8–11]. It has even been accurately
determined as the most popular unsupervised method for external audits [12]. Its main
objective is to extract knowledge from the event logs of commonly available systems and
provide timely information to decision makers.

Several approaches have sought to achieve automatic processing of traces, revolu-
tionizing the traditional methods. The entire population is audited, fraud patterns that
were not detectable using traditional techniques are discovered, and the consumption of
resources is reduced. Nevertheless, current audit approaches present shortcomings as
regards the use of the visual capabilities that support process mining techniques.

State-of-the-art reviews point to the fact that process mining and visualizations re-
quire more in-depth academic research applied to audits [12]. We are not aware, how-
ever, of the existence of a formalized proposal that combines both disciplines to address
fraud auditing.

The present work presents an approach that combines process mining techniques
with visual analytics for fraud audits. It includes a method that guides auditors in their
detection of fraudulent transactions during a fraud audit. The method can be generalized
to any business domain. In this respect, existing process mining algorithms were reoriented
towards the domain of fraud auditing, taking advantage of the visual capabilities.

Our proposal is based on a fraud audit approach. Specifically, the study “Fraud data
analytics methodology: the fraud scenario approach to uncovering fraud in core business
systems” [13] was used as a reference.

Analysis techniques proposed in the approach were selected by a group of experts
in fraud audits, using the Delphi method and the analytic hierarchy process (AHP). As a
result, a number of the most widespread process mining techniques (dotted chart, trace
alignment, fuzzy miner and performance sequences analysis, “PSA”) [14] were chosen and
extended in order to enable filtering for contextual analysis (evaluation of the context in
which a process is executed; context analysis concentrates on specific domain attributes;
this adds valuable information for the detection and investigation of irregular behaviors),
to manage levels of abstraction of the process, and to facilitate its use by fraud auditors.

Based on the proposed approach, we developed a software solution that detects fraud
data patterns during fraud audits. It is currently being implemented by internal auditors
and compliance officers in six financial institutions, a telecommunications company, a hotel
chain, and a large chain of outlets.

To present the proposal, the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses the
background and related works; Section 3 describes the methodology used; Section 4
presents the proposed approach with the combination of visual capabilities for fraud
audits. Finally, the implementation results of an actual case are described in Section 5 for
validation purposes.

2. Background and Related Works

This section begins with an overview of visual analytics and fraud audits (Section 2.1).
Next, we introduce process mining and its relationship with visual analytics (Section 2.2).
Details are then provided regarding the application of process mining to audit activities
(Section 2.3).
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2.1. Visual Analytics and Fraud Audit

Previous studies estimate that at least 30 million neurons are activated in the visual
cortex when we observe a single-object image [15]. People have great visual abilities and
can distinguish outliers, color variations, shape, and movement.

Iliinsky defines two categories of data visualization: explanation and exploration [16].
Our research focuses on the latter. Visual data exploration applies when prior data knowl-
edge is limited, and the objectives of exploration are imprecise. According to the author,
visualization can help to perform a deeper exploration, identify sub-problems, raise new
questions, and identify trends and outliers in the data.

Previous research has examined data visualization and its application to audits. In [17],
Wright concluded that auditors who used graphic formats made more accurate financial
judgments. For their part, Anderson and Reckers, in an empirical investigation on the ef-
fects of presentation format on auditor’s judgment during analytical procedures, concluded
that images and graphics facilitated data correlation tasks [18]. Years later, Anderson and
Mueller, in [19], conducted a study to examine the interactions between experience and
presentation format when applying audit judgments. They found that the auditors and
student participants who used graphs performed significantly better, both in assessing
correlations and in making predictions during the analytical review of the sales account.

Abdullah, in [20], conducts a data visualization auditing study, comparing different
presentation formats and their effects on auditors. The results reflect that visualization
techniques enable faster data exploration in the presence of highly diverse and noisy data
and that they are extremely useful to detect pattern violations and potential outliers in the
data. Data visualization can support auditors in their tasks, such as fraud detection and
risk assessment. In addition, it can be used to supplement their analytical procedures in
order to discover risks that were previously unknown, ultimately improving audit quality.

Leite et al. [21] later presented a comprehensive survey of existing visual fraud de-
tection approaches in order to classify different tasks and solutions. In this work, fraud
detection solutions are explored through five major domains: banks, the stock market,
telecommunication companies, insurance companies, and internal frauds.

Yang et al. [22] presented a comprehensive survey of visual analytics of anomalous
user behaviors and classified them into four categories: social interaction, travel, network
communication, and transaction. They also categorized visualization techniques that
have been applied to anomalous user behaviors, including, among others: sequence
(illustrates the relations between successive events with temporal information); graph
(shows structured patterns composed of nodes and edges); chart (represents the attributes
of a multidimensional data item using a chart). A number of authors refer to several
successful approaches proposed in each category: sequence [23–26], graph [27–30], and
chart [23,31,32].

Beyond the works referenced above, auditing literature has lagged behind in showcas-
ing the application of data visualization [20]. To date, research that directly examines the
efficacy of data visualization techniques for fraud detection is scarce [33]. In this regard,
Dilla and Raschke [33] develop a theoretical framework to predict when and how inves-
tigators might use data visualization techniques to detect fraudulent transactions. They
conclude that interactive data visualization tools present a substantial potential to render
the fraudulent transaction detection process more efficient and effective; however, they
raise the need for future research regarding the circumstances under which interactive data
visualization might be used to detect fraud.

The studies analyzed show that it is possible to increase the effectiveness of fraud
detection processes by introducing visual analytics tools in audits; however, the studies
reviewed above do not link visual analytics to process mining techniques, nor do they
specifically target fraud audits.
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2.2. Process Mining and Visual Analytics

Process mining is an applied science situated between computational intelligence
and data mining on the one hand, and between modeling and process analysis on the
other [34]. It consists of a set of techniques that act on event logs for discovery, monitoring,
and process improvement. The premise to be able to apply this technique is that it must
be possible to associate sequences of activities that make up the event log with instances
of the process. The instance or case is the entity that is modified by the process, while the
trace represents the unique sequence of activities undergone during each instance [35].

There are three types of process mining: discovery, which enables building a directed
graph automatically, using the process operations’ ordered sequence (its evolution was
analyzed by van der Aalst in [36]); conformance checking, which evaluates the conformity
between the discovered model, the actual behavior of the operations registered in the
traces, and the process’s regulated model [37,38]. Conformance checking can be used
to compare real process executions with a normative model; however, the outcome of
current conformance checking techniques is too vast for an auditor to inspect further [39].
Finally, enhancement facilitates the extension of the process model in relation to contextual
information stored in the traces. This makes it possible to identify optimization points
and introduce changes that increase the efficiency of the process. A related case study is
presented in [40].

By using the input elements, process mining offers the possibility of covering various
perspectives that are vital for audit analysis [41]: The control-flow perspective, which is
used to analyze the order in which activities are executed; the organizational perspective,
which examines the behavior of actors (originators) and their relationship during the
execution of the process; the case perspective, which focuses on the analysis of the particular
behavior of attributes at each instance. Some proposals also include the time perspective,
which focuses on the duration and frequency of occurrence of events [42].

Several recent studies have emphasized the use of visual analytics to explore and
understand large event logs as a major process mining challenge [34]. In [43], visual
analytics focus on the combination of machine learning techniques, data mining, and
visualization in order to take advantage of human capabilities for the parallel visual
processing of large volumes of data and the identification of atypical patterns. The paper’s
author mentions that scalability and the visual aggregation of events and cases constitute a
major challenge and opportunity for process analysis when using visual analytics methods.

In [44], an approach to the categorization of process mining techniques regarding
aspects of visual analysis is presented, while in [45], the general-purpose tool “InterPretA”
is proposed to perform interactive process analysis, combining pre-existing process mining
techniques with visual analytics. This tool supports exploratory analysis through different
views of the process in order to identify and examine causes of deviations. This tool could
be reused in the field of auditing to support an audit framework. As an added value,
it makes use of the context-aware performance analysis framework proposed in [46] to
provide and rank the statistically significant attributes (i.e., the process context).

2.3. Process Mining and Audit

Wil van der Aalst’s proposals, in [3,47], stand out among the approaches to apply
process mining techniques in audits. Both proposals include applications of all process
mining perspectives to audits. The first part of the discovery of the process model subse-
quently covers the conformance checking and also includes rule verification, organizational
analysis, and performance evaluation. The second part proposes an audit framework based
on process mining. It focuses on the detailed technical design of the data layer and includes
risk assessment and context analysis of the detected irregularities. Its limitation is that it
does not conceive the analysis of behavior patterns, which is an important tool in this field.

Pattern analysis based on process mining for auditing was developed by Mieke Jans
in [48,49]. Its methodology includes the evaluation of sequences of activities, along with
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the analysis of roles, attributes, and social networks; however, it does not take advantage
of the potential of visual sequence analysis to detect unusual elements.

Several approaches have similarly simplified the use of process mining for audits or
conformance checking, directing their analysis towards the evaluation of rules or restric-
tions in the event log. A proposal based on the use of temporal logic operators, specifically
an extension of linear temporal logic (LTL) for checking restrictions on the trace, is included
in [50], while a detailed explanation of the LTL language can be found in [51]. As a result
of this proposal, a repository is created with 60 standard rules for audits, which can be
reused in any business environment by users without any technical knowledge of the
LTL language. Another interesting approach oriented toward conformance checking was
proposed by Rozinat [52]. It combines the event log comparison with a pre-established
process model in order to detect irregularities, and the analysis is based on checking re-
strictions by using declarative approaches such as LTL. The author points out the limits of
the approaches based on rule checking, which do not allow detecting that a rule is broken
multiple times in the same trace. To use rule-based audits, it is imperative that the auditor
visualize the risk scenarios in advance. The effectiveness, therefore, depends on the acting
auditors’ experience and knowledge of the business.

Other approaches, such as those formalized in [53–55], are based on the detection
of anomalies as a basis for audits using process mining. (An anomaly is understood as
an exceptional execution or noise in the event log, possibly caused by system failures,
error in data entry, or by fraud attempts; generalizing the term anomaly could make
inference to rare and infrequent events, deviations from normal or regulated behavior,
unexpected results, or to states outside the usual range of variation [53].) The first includes
a conformance checking of the traces against the model discovered, classifying them as
normal and anomalous. The second proposal focuses on security. It proposes conformance
analysis based on “token games”, comparing the trace against pre-established or discovered
process models. In both cases, the proposed audit analyses are limited since they only
include the perspective of control flow without evaluating particular sequences or behavior
patterns. The third approach presents the search for anomalous situations based on the
frequency of occurrence of sequences in traces (it assumes that the frequency is lower for
anomalous sequences), ignoring the cases in which fraud becomes a frequent practice.
None of these three approaches exploits the visual possibilities of process mining for the
detection of anomalies.

In [56], Chiu presents a framework to apply process mining to the detection of poten-
tially fraudulent transactions. The proposal links activity patterns to possible fraud schema
and assigns a level of risk to each. Later, in [57], the same author combines the patterns
detected by the process mining with the transactions’ monetary values (transaction values),
thus making it possible to prioritize all instances based on the risk score and threshold.
The proposed risk assessment framework using process mining improves audit efficiency
regarding the examination of process instances that present potential internal control viola-
tions. The proposals, however, are limited to specific accounting cycles and depend on a
prior formalization of the categories and sub-categories to classify the detected patterns
(such as those presented in [58] for the evaluated process) and on the prior knowledge of
the fraud schemes, which complicates generalizing them to other business environments.

In [59], Zerbino proposes a five-step, mining-based methodology for information sys-
tem audits and validates it by implementing a case study. Its main contribution is that the
methodology integrates expert system techniques and risk management to perform audits
of information systems using process mining. The approach recommends categorizing
the deviations so as to assign them the right priority, as in previous proposals (e.g., [39]).
Disadvantages include the fact that domain experts are needed to formulate the criteria
required to estimate the severity of the non-conformance; this requires the prior existence
of “de jure models”, which, unfortunately, are not always available. Further, the method
does not include the visual possibilities of process mining with respect to increasing the
effectiveness of audits.
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Baader and Krcmar in [60] combine the red flag approach with process mining to
reduce the number of false positives in fraud detection. Nevertheless, the use of process
mining is limited to visualizing fraudulent process instances with the corresponding red
flags; therefore, it does not use the visual capabilities of process mining to detect previously
unknown fraud patterns or patterns not easily identifiable through traditional mechanisms.

Finally, in [61], an algorithm is proposed that combines the perspectives of flow
control and financial audit data. The proposal, which integrates the results obtained
from previous works [62–65], allows discovering process models on a colored Petri net
(CPN) enriched with financial information appertaining to the process. As an alternative,
in [66], Werner uses data dependencies related to the accounting structure of recorded
events to discover the control flow rather than the temporal order of the events. It is
important to point out that this is done from a financial perspective, framing its field of
action in ERP or similar solutions, thus limiting its scope. Moreover, the algorithm is not
applicable to highly variable business processes. Complementing previous research, the
author recently presented a new way of visualizing process mining results specifically
for financial audits, in an aggregate manner, as materiality maps. Such maps provide an
overview of an organization’s identified processes and indicate which business processes
should be considered for audits [67].

3. Fraud Data Analytics Methodology

Fraud auditing is a combination of risk assessment, data mining, and audit procedures
designed to locate and identify fraud scenarios. It incorporates the concept of red flags into
the audit process, linked to the fraud scenario concealment strategy associated with data,
documents, internal controls, and behavior [13].

Our proposal is based on a fraud audit approach [68]. In this sense, we used the
“Fraud data analytics methodology using fraud scenario approach to uncovering fraud
in core business systems”. This methodology, proposed by Vona in [13], has been widely
used internationally in the field of fraud audits.

Fraud data analytics is the process of using data mining to analyze data for red flags
that correlate with a specific fraud scenario. It is not about identifying fraud but rather
identifying red flags in transactions that require an auditor to examine and formulate a
decision. In essence, the fraud data analytics methodology includes the following steps: 1.
Define the scope and audit objectives; 2. fraud risk assessment; 3. fraud data analytics; 4.
fraud audit procedure; 5. report or conclusion.

The third step, “Fraud data analytics”, enables detecting transactions consistent with
a fraud data profile. The fraud scenario establishes the specifications to design the search
routine. Each data interrogation routine uses pattern recognition; however, the approach’s
detection capability is limited in two ways:

• It is not possible to detect a fraud data pattern or red flag that does not correlate with
a known fraud scenario.

• The data approach may fail to identify a fraud scenario because the sophistication level
of the concealment strategy exceeds the design of the fraud data analytics plan [13].

Our proposal focuses on the third step in the methodology (“fraud data analytics”). It
includes a complement to the detection based on search routines. Our solution makes it
possible to detect fraud patterns using techniques that combine process mining with visual
analysis to cover the weaknesses described above.

4. The Fraud Audits Approach

We present an approach to uncovering fraud in core business systems. The approach
provides organizational and technological elements that support the work of auditors,
combining process mining with visual analytics techniques to perform fraud audits.

The starting assumption is that the auditor has minimal knowledge of the busi-
ness domain enabling him/her to make inferences about the behavior of the audited
process. This does not require an a priori process model, the formalization of business
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restrictions, or information about the actors involved and their activity according to their
respective roles.

Based on the proposal, we developed a technological solution, ABACO, to detect fraud
data patterns during fraud audits. (ABACO is an audit data analytics solution developed
to provide technological support to fraud audits. It includes multiple algorithms and
analysis components of process mining combined with visual analytics techniques, which
provide the auditor with powerful tools for the detection and analysis of fraudulent actions.
The solution includes the following modules: Scenarios (complex risk scenario evaluation
engine), audits (tool for visual analysis of behavior patterns based on process mining
algorithms and developed from the approach described in the paper), anomalies (tool
for detecting anomalies with data mining algorithms), control (tool for detecting unusual
operations from statistical process control), links (tool for link analysis), analytics (tool for
exploratory analysis), and modules for the management of alarms, files, and cases. Analysis
components act on a business entity and transaction data in an XES-style database) It is
currently being implemented by internal auditors and compliance officers in six financial
institutions, a telecommunications company, and a large chain of outlets. The software
has also been used by a consulting group of auditors, certified fraud examiners, and data
engineers to provide professional services for more than five years, especially to the hotel
and services sector. Its analysis and algorithm components have gradually evolved since
2013, undergoing improvements to increase the solution’s fraud detection effectiveness
based on user experience.

The approach consists of two layers, one for the persistence of data—data persistence—
and another for the analysis—visual analysis (See Figure 1).
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4.1. Data Persistence Layer

The persistence layer is composed of two elements: the central data repository (core
data) and processes with which to integrate data (data integration).

4.1.1. Central Data Repository (Core Data)

The repository stores information on the activities executed as part of the processes
and includes the relevant data for the fraud audit.

The design of the database employed to store traces is based on the structure and
extensions of the XES standard [69,70]. The repository’s data structure does not vary as a
result of changes in the process or the system to be audited, nor due to new variables, and
not even when changes in the business environment occur. In other words, the abstraction
level achieved in the data layer allows extensive reuse of the solution.
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The data are initially stored in a temporary schema, a “Current Log”, which enables
performing an online analysis. Once the process instances are completed, the corresponding
events are transferred to the historical schema, a “Historical Log”, which guarantees the
execution of the post-mortem analysis.

4.1.2. Data Integration

The approach includes the design and implementation of the extract–transform–load
(ETL) processes of relevant data for standard structures.

The integration includes a trace analysis of operational systems, an identification of
the audited business entities and their attributes, a selection of transactions to be evaluated
with their attributes, and the design and implementation of the ETL processes necessary
for its processing and standardization.

Our approach assumes the existence of the data attributes proposed in the reference
methodology [13]: the identifier of the instance or entity monitored (control number); the
activity (the transaction’s alpha description); the time stamp (the transaction date); adding
the transaction identifier and the originator or executor of each transaction.

The magnitude of the data integration processes, and the subsequent effectiveness of
the audits depend on the degree of maturity of the traces stored in the operational systems,
the quality of the information contained in the business database, and the structural
complexity of the process and object of analysis. A detailed description of the methodology
used for data integration is not within the scope of this paper.

4.2. Visual Analysis Layer

The visual analysis layer constitutes the core of the approach. It consists of six phases
and two repositories.

For its design, we compiled good practices and experiences in the application of visual
analysis techniques in actual fraud audits. We also considered the eight detection metrics
for possible fraud in business processes (skipped activity, wrong resources, wrong duty,
wrong pattern, wrong decision, wrong throughput time, parallel event, and originator
behavior) summarized in [71] in the literature review.

The proposed sequence of activities was validated and enriched by auditors from
different business environments, where the ABACO solution had been introduced.

For each phase, we proposed an analysis technique that guaranteed the execution of
the proposed actions. The technique selection process was carried out in two stages:

1. Stage I. Definition and weighting of the criteria for the selection of analysis techniques
using the Delphi method [72]. Summary of the main actions, decisions, and results:

• A group of fraud audit experts was formed. To determine the number of experts,
the initial studies of the Rand Corporation on optimal group size were considered,
indicating a minimum of 7 experts and a maximum of 30 [73]. The experts’
competence was analyzed by means of the K coefficient [74]. It is obtained from
a person’s self-assessment of knowledge of the subject under study, in our case,
fraud audits. According to the calculated ‘k’ coefficient, 15 of the 17 experts
obtained a value above 0.8 and were included in the study.

• The group of 15 selected experts consisted of 14 auditors and 1 certified fraud ex-
aminer. A total of 12 of them had experience in the use of computer applications
to support audits and 4 had previously used process mining techniques.

• The experts were trained for three weeks in process mining techniques applying
the ProM tool [75]. Two real use cases were employed (Log1: purchasing process.
Log2: sales process at a point of sale through a POS.)

• The criteria defined after executing the first two Delphi method rounds are
summarized in Table 1. We specified the level of agreement (Cc) (Empirically, if
Cc ≥ 0.6, the agreement between experts is considered acceptable [76]) for each
criterion, calculated according to [76]. The “Scalability” criterion was eliminated
due to a poor consensus among experts (Cc = 0.47).
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• A third round was carried out to weigh the criteria, and we calculated the level
of consensus reached among the experts. For this, we used Kendall’s coefficient
of concordance (W) [77], which indicates the degree of association of ordinal
assessments made by the experts. Kendall‘s coefficient of concordance ranges
from 0 to 1, indicating the degree of consensus achieved by the panel (strong
agreement when W > 0.7) [78]. The results of the estimation of W, using the
Minitab Statistical Software [79], are presented below (Table 2):

Table 1. Kendall’s coefficient of concordance. Coef (Kendall’s coefficient of concordance), Chi-Sq
(chi-square statistic), DF (degrees of freedom), p (p-value).

Coef Chi-Sq DF p

0.826866 4.4179 6 0.0000

Table 2. Summary results of the Delphi method to determine and weigh the selection criteria.

Criteria Description Level of
Agreement (Cc) Weighting (Ci)

Understandability Level of complexity to interpret
the component’s visual output. 0.93 0.172

Quickness Processing speed of data
samples. 0.80 0.079

Comprehensiveness Level of coverage of the
auditor’s analysis needs. 1.00 0.167

Usability Ease of use and interaction with
the components’ visual interfaces 0.87 0.095

Generalizability
Possibility of extending its use to
support fraud auditing in other

business domains.
0.93 0.136

Effectiveness Possibilities of detecting
suspected fraud scenarios 1.00 0.174

Reliability
Level of truthfulness and

accuracy of data processing
results

1.00 0.178

Scalability
The component’s ability to react
and adapt to the growth of data

without losing quality.
0.47 Discarded

Hypothesis test:

Hypothesis 0: There is no significant agreement among the experts.

Hypothesis 1: There is a significant agreement among the experts.

CR: K(N − 1) W > χ2
α; n − 1

We rejected the null hypothesis (H0) (a significance level (α = 0.05) was considered)
and concluded that there was a significant agreement among the experts (W = 0.826866).
The weighting (Ci) calculated for each criterion is shown in Table 2.

2. Stage II. Selection of the analysis technique to propose for the corresponding phases.
To select the best alternative, experts started with the criteria defined in the previous
stage and used the multicriteria decision-making method: analytic hierarchy process
(AHP) [80]. The main results are summarized as follow:

• Figure 2 shows, for illustrative purposes, the results of applying the AHP, aimed
at selecting the discovery algorithm to be used in the corresponding analysis
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phase. The consistency ratio (CR) was kept below 0.1, indicating that the incon-
sistency was acceptable. The preferred alternative, according to the AHP model,
was the “Fuzzy Miner” with a priority of 0.3544.

• The selected algorithms and the description of the main modifications made,
based on the analysis requirements identified by the auditors, are included in the
description of each phase. They represent a proposal only: experienced auditors
can use alternative process mining techniques to execute the actions provided by
the approach.
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The comprehensive visual analysis process that specifies the application sequence
and the interactions established between the analysis phases is shown in Figure A1 of
Appendix A. The phases of the analysis are described below:

4.2.1. Phase I: Preliminary Analysis

The purpose of the preliminary analysis is to acquire an initial view of the process
under analysis.

To execute this phase, we use the fuzzy miner discovery algorithm [81], previously
selected by the experts. Fuzzy miner stands out for its potential as regards processing
events in unstructured processes and its ability to handle large amounts of data [60]. Once
the process model is discovered, a visual inspection is carried out in order to identify the
following elements:

1. Missing activities: activities that, despite being known to be part of the process, are
not recorded in the traces or cannot be reconstructed on the basis of the information
available in the business databases. They are not, therefore, shown in the process
model.

2. Exceptional activities: activities that are not part of the so-called “expected flow”
of the process. These usually constitute rejection, cancellation, or compensation
activities (triggered by system errors). It is common for there to be alternative flows
to the normal process behavior, but their execution significantly increases the risk of
fraudulent activity and the auditors must pay particular attention to them.

3. Exceptional sequences: We preliminarily analyze the main branches of the model
discovered in an attempt to identify the sequences of activities that are clearly ex-
ceptional and violate its normal behavior logic. For example, an activity that runs
after any activity that ends the process; that is, if we were analyzing an accounting
process that included the payment of checks, and two activities of the type “collect
check” were successively executed, we would clearly be in the presence of exceptional
behavior, with a high probability of constituting a fraudulent action.
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4. For unstructured processes, the visual identification of irregular behaviors is difficult
at this stage of the analysis. In these cases, it is necessary to use functionalities
to manage the process’s level of abstraction. Auditors must identify which event
attributes would be relevant for fraud audits and cluster the activities according to
these attributes. This makes it possible to simplify the model according to audit
interests, and different views of the process are obtained.

Worthy of note, some adaptations were made to the fuzzy miner algorithm for use
in audits:

• Enabling the grouping of activities based on the value of an event attribute defined
by the user (group consecutive events with an equal value in the specified attribute).
When an event does not have this attribute, it continues to be a primitive node within
the resulting model.

• The establishment of a single configuration parameter to use the algorithm, depending
on an edge’s desired strength. A color scale is established for the graphic representa-
tion of the model according to the parameter. Greater opacity is given to those edges
whose relative frequency of appearance is below the value of the parameter. Those
nodes whose input edges have a value lower than the defined frequency threshold
will be represented together with greater opacity.

4.2.2. Phase II: Temporal Logic Filter

The second phase makes it possible to filter by evaluating complex risk scenarios,
linking several conditions, and including temporal relationships between a case’s events.
Its main objective is to prune the input data to the visual analysis algorithms, concentrate
the search spaces, and maximize the effectiveness of the visual analysis.

The filtering component uses an adaptation of the linear temporal logic (LTL) to
the event registers, which contain information concerning activities, cases, timestamps,
originators, and related data [50].

The LTL makes it possible to define logical expressions using standard comparison
operators and temporal logic. The filtering capabilities are increased by extending the lan-
guage with operators, which makes it possible to accumulate, perform algebraic operations,
summations, counts, compare regular expressions; perform operations with universal and
existential quantifiers, with geospatial operators, etc.

Additionally, we incorporated the possibility of establishing filters, which is based
on the duration of the process cycle. Given the trace <ABDFEG>, this is understood as
duration or execution time (tABDFEG = tG − tA)

The filters act on the standard and domain-specific attributes included in the event
log. Filtering with LTL also makes it possible to check business rules expressed according
to the following criteria [47]:

• Ordering-based (execution order of activities in one case).
• Agent-based (participation of roles and executors in cases).
• Value-based (specific domain attributes associated with activities).

An evaluation engine based on extended LTL was implemented. The LTL formulas
to be evaluated are composed of the attribute definitions and of the formula text itself.
To facilitate the construction of the formula, we implemented a declarative editor that
allows auditors to build the expression by clicking, in a language that resembles a natural
language. Later, the LTL expression is automatically generated and validated.

The auditor should use the results of the preliminary analysis to define the initial
filtering. During the successive phases, the filtering options will be executed according to
the available operators. The objective is to create new filters or refine the filtering scenarios
using the indications arising from the visual analysis, which is used as a basis.
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4.2.3. Phase III: Temporal Analysis

The objective of the visual detection of temporal patterns is to characterize the behavior
of process events in relation to their moment of occurrence. For this task, we use the dotted
chart technique [82], which provides the auditor with an integral visual inspection of the
process from different angles at the same time [83]. The following sequence is proposed for
the analysis:

1. Inspect the log according to the duration of the instances. It is important to focus on
exceptional instances, that is, those whose duration is well above or below average.
Given the possibilities offered by the algorithm, the auditor must also concentrate on
the activities whose execution time differs from the instance’s usual behavior (locate
points (events) outside the area with the highest concentration of points that contain
normal behavior).

2. Carry out a subsequent analysis of the activities’ behavior in relation to time, concen-
trating on the activities identified as exceptional in the previous phase. Here we look
for possible explanations for instances with exceptional behavior.

3. Filter by dates and times of special interest (e.g., holidays or days with a special work
regime) in an attempt to examine whether the activity level on those days and at those
times corresponds to the process’s logical behavior.

4. Analyze the methods of action of the different originators, their level of activity over
time, and their relationship with the execution of exceptional activities and instances
in order to identify patterns that differ from the originators’ usual behavior.

5. Use filtering options by domain attributes (value-based). The objective is to detect
anomalous elements in the business process.

As a result of this phase, we obtain a set of instances with unusual behavior that must
be re-evaluated in later phases.

4.2.4. Phase IV: Sequences Analysis

The objective, in this phase, is to visually detect anomalous sequences. The aim is to
discover irregular sequences according to the order in which the activities appear. This is
done using the trace alignment algorithm (the trace alignment algorithm leads to a visual
representation of the sequences of process activities; it generates a graph in which each row
corresponds to a different sequence of activities, grouping all the instances that follow the
sequence. For each sequence (individual row), the activities are represented as different
colored boxes, organized from left to right according to the order of occurrence. The
algorithm succeeds in aligning activities with the same name in columns, thus increasing
the possibility that auditors will visually detect patterns.) [84], whose use during the audit
should be oriented as explained below:

1. Evaluate the sequences of activities corresponding to instances that were unusual in
the previous phases.

2. Discover all behavior patterns in the event log, focusing on the “exceptional activities”
identified in Phase I. Direct the visual examination towards identifying concentrations
of exceptional activities (once vertically aligned, as shown in Figure 3) across multiple
different sequences. The agglomerations of exceptional activities in the image could
be a symptom of inefficiency or fraudulent activity.

3. Determine the patterns of a higher frequency of occurrence and then visually examine
compliance with the main precedence rules between the business activities. Irreg-
ular behaviors may be identified, which, according to their high frequency, can be
established as part of the usual process execution. In organizations, they are usually
assumed to be normal behaviors, and it is, therefore, difficult to detect them using
traditional auditing methods.

4. Examine the less frequent sequences. In practice, occasional executions can excep-
tionally deviate from the designed process. Not all exceptions necessarily indicate
fraud. Some deviations are attributable to the process, while others remain within
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legal limits but are ineffective, and others, still, constitute anomalous extreme values
that require further investigation. The truth is that they constitute the main source of
relevant information for the fraud audit. Therefore, according to the extent to which
the sequences move away from the process’s usual behavior, the probabilities of being
linked to illicit activity increase.

5. Once exceptional sequences have been identified, we use the capability of filter-
ing by business domain attribute. The objective is to conduct a preliminary inves-
tigation in order to reach an initial hypothesis regarding the legal nature of the
exceptional sequences.
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In order to use the trace alignment algorithm in audits, some adjustments were made:

• We suppressed the algorithm’s initial data pre-processing step. In the algorithm’s
initial stage, loop-type structures and outliers are eliminated (traces whose number
of activities differs significantly from the average length of the remaining traces).
This initial refinement process improves the alignment but limits the possibilities of
detecting anomalies. With the executed adaptation, all the traces are processed and
the process’s anomalous sequences are identified.

• As an alternative, in this step, we group the traces based on the similarity of the
sequences of activities carried out; the subsequent alignment is thus performed on
groups of instances sharing a similar behavior, which improves the quality of the
alignment and makes it easier for the auditor to visually interpret any suspicious
fraud patterns.

4.2.5. Phase V: Link Analysis

The fifth phase is oriented towards the visual analysis of the interactions established
between the process’s actors, and between these actors and the activities. The link analysis
is carried out in two ways:

1. Internal analysis of the social network of the process executors. This type of analysis
evaluates the transfer of work between originators, using a graph in which the nodes
are the actors (originators) and the edges that connect them represent work transfer. It
does not, therefore, apply to processes in which an originator usually performs all the
instance activities. For the audit, we proceed to analyze the social links in the instances
that were exceptional in the previous phases. The objective is to visually identify
the degree of involvement and the possible role of the different originators within
the network containing suspicious activity. An algorithm variant for social analysis
could be the modified fuzzy miner, using the originators as nodes. Alternatively,
we can use social networks based on known metrics [85] such as handover-of-work,
subcontracting, reassignment (task delegation), or working together (joint work in the
same case, not necessarily directly related). All of this provides additional, valuable
information to the analyst about the behavior and the possible correlation between
the executors.

The analysis of internal links is framed only in the relationships established between
the executors of the case.

2. External analysis of links between process entities. Unlike the previous analysis, the
objective here is to visually analyze the network of links established between entities
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corresponding to the different instances of a process. The analysis applies to processes
in which the instances exchange information based on the activities registered in the
trace (for example, if we analyze the behavior of bank accounts as the instances of a
process, a transfer of funds could link multiple accounts). As in the previous case, the
analysis is triggered by the cases identified as unusual in previous phases. A network
linking multiple instances with unusual behavior could indicate the presence of orga-
nized criminal activity. The resulting network is characterized by the implementation
of a link analysis solution. This enables detecting communities automatically using
the Louvain algorithm [86] because of its effectiveness and suitability for large graphs;
nodes with unusual behavior within the network are discovered using the community
anomaly detection algorithm: “InterScore” [87].

In [88], a case study is presented for an internal audit of the procurement process
at a financial services provider. In Section 6.4, “Social Network Analysis” of this paper,
the author describes an interesting example of the Link Analysis application in the area
of audits.

4.2.6. Phase VI: Exceptional Pattern Analysis

In this phase, the visual evaluation of exceptional patterns consists of a combined
examination of the irregularities detected in the previous phases. This is done using
the performance sequences analysis algorithm [89]. The actions to be executed are
explained below:

1. Use the algorithm’s capabilities to simultaneously evaluate exceptional execution
sequences (patterns analyzed using trace alignment) and their behavior in relation
to time (examined in Phase III using the dotted chart). The objective is to clarify
or extend the analysis of irregular patterns that are more likely to constitute illicit
actions. Instances involved in irregular patterns detected via Link Analysis can also
be included. The analysis must be complemented with the filtering capabilities on
sequences extended to the algorithm.

2. When the process is unstructured or contains many different activities, we increase
the process’s level of abstraction by clustering sequences of activities in representative
groups (extended algorithm functionalities). We generally group the sequences that
describe the process’s regulated or expected behavior. This makes it possible to
simplify the visual analysis of the resulting behaviors and concentrate the analysis on
alternative sequences.

The data processing in this phase includes the possibility of detecting additional
anomalous behaviors that have not yet been identified.

The adaptations made to the performance sequences analysis algorithm to enhance its
use in audits are as follows (the PSA was evaluated as a potential audit tool because of its
ability to analyze existing patterns [88]. The proposal focuses on the frequency of pattern
appearance, centering on the evaluation of infrequent patterns that may indicate fraud.):

• Manage the process’s level of visual abstraction by clustering sequences of activities
in representative groups. For example: given the sequence of events <ABCDEFG>, it
is possible to define the sub-sequence <BCDEF> as “S1”. The behavior resulting from
the new sequence is shown in Figure 4. It is possible to run all the algorithm’s original
features on the resulting patterns once the sequence event log has been modified
(modified sequence).
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• Incorporate filtering options into activities or sub-sequences contained in the event
log patterns. The filters allow the following: given two elements that are not neces-
sarily consecutive, (activities <A> and <C> or a specific sub-sequence of activities
<ABD>, or of certain originators <Juan-Pedro>), to determine the instances that con-
tain them, filter by temporal restrictions and evaluate the behavior of the process’s
execution times.

• Added metrics that are valuable for audits, such as: the “Execution time” of an
individual activity, or of a specific sub-sequence of activities previously specified as
<ABD>.

4.2.7. General Considerations

According to the context of the application, it will not always be necessary to apply all
the proposed phases or all the analysis elements included within each phase as a reference.
Moreover, Phases III, IV, and V can be executed in any order, or even simultaneously,
depending on the scenario. This makes it possible to use the partial outputs of each of
these phases as inputs for the other two, thereby helping to perform a better analysis. The
filtering possibilities included in Phase II can similarly be used alternatively during the
three subsequent phases.

In addition to these phases, our proposal includes two repositories:

4.2.8. Knowledge Center

This repository stores filter combinations (risk scenarios defined in extended LTL) that
are effective for pruning data prior to analysis, using process mining algorithms.

Stored here are the data also corresponding to process instances marked as suspicious
by auditors in order to reanalyze them later using other algorithms.

The stored information should serve as a basis for future work using machine learn-
ing techniques combined with process mining. These should improve the detection of
anomalous behaviors, thus raising fraud audit effectiveness levels.

4.2.9. Component Repository

All the analysis components of the developed tool are extensible through plugins.
In this respect, a repository exists, enabling the selection of the appropriate algorithm
and its subsequent use by auditors in order to cover the different phases of analysis
explained above.

5. Use Case: Implementation at a Point of Sale of the Hospitality Sector

For lack of space, this section only describes the main implementation results of the
“Visual Analysis Layer”, which is the core of the approach. The validation of the “Data
Persistence Layer” will be included in subsequent works. For the purposes of the present
use case, the integration and data persistence processes were considered to have been
correctly executed.

We processed the traces by referring to the operations of customers (real people) at a
restaurant (point of sale), which had been stored for three years in a hotel management
system, totaling 6285 instances and 21,714 activities. When operations are recorded, they
are associated with checks. A check is opened to receive a customer request, it is modified
during consumption, and is closed once the bill is settled. A check is defined as the instance
of the evaluated process.
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Prior to executing the analysis described below, the hotel underwent an external
audit which lasted a month. The audit findings presented were not detected by the
external auditors.

5.1. Preliminary Analysis

We discovered the process model using the fuzzy miner algorithm (Figure 5). The
model provides an overview of the process’s behavior.
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(Print check)).

Five different activities were registered in the system beforehand. The process
starts with the “Open Check” activity—the customer requests the service—and concludes
with the “Close Check” activity—the customer pays the amount required for the prod-
ucts consumed. If errors occur during the check operation, the “Annul check” activity
is recorded.

Two exceptional activities, “Annul check” and “suppress product”, were identified a
priori, and designed into the system to correct the errors that occurred during the process.
Both activities were represented with more opaque colors, indicating a lower significance
in the process. However, in the case of “suppress product”, the significance became 0.27,
indicating that in 27% of the processed checks, products were canceled. This was an
unusual value that needed to be considered for further analysis. No exceptional process
sequences were identified in this phase.

The preliminary analysis also showed the auditors that there were relevant operations—
such as “Insert product”—that did not have traceability in the system (missing activities)
and were not, therefore, reflected in the graph discovered.
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5.2. Temporal Analysis

We employed a view to analyze the instances’ behavior over time using a dotted chart
(It shows a graph of points on which each point represents an event with two dimensions.
The time dimension is on the horizontal axis and the class to which the event belongs is on
the vertical axis. The class may vary depending on the analyst’s objectives (the originators,
the activities, or the instances of the process can be selected as a class). The color and
shape of each point (event) can refer to different attributes) (Figure 6). The figure presents
a relative view of the moments in time (hours) of the operations (colored points according
to the activity) performed on checks (rows).
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Figure 6. View of the duration of the instances using a dotted chart.

It shows a compact grouping of points (events) executed during the first two hours
of each instance. This coincides with the logical amount of time that a client stays in a
restaurant; however, the red box contains a significant number of unusual points, indicating
the existence of multiple operations performed on checks that exceeded three hours. This
behavior is suspicious, considering the restaurant operates in shifts of 3 h and a normal
customer does not take more than three hours to eat at a restaurant.

Using the capabilities of the filtering component (temporal logic filter), the data were
pruned to visualize the behavior of the checks with an execution time that exceeded three
hours (Figure 7). We detected a higher incidence of suppressed product activities (bright
blue dots) and the subsequent closure of checks (yellow dots). One behavior was visually
detailed in which, 27 h after the check was opened, two product deletions occurred, the
check was printed (a voucher with the bill shown to the customer), and the check was
subsequently closed in the system. The above behavior is highly indicative of fraudulent
activity considering that a customer does not stay in a restaurant, receiving services, for
more than a day.

Figure 7 also shows the result of a “value-based” filter to detect instances lasting
over three hours: restricting the payment is “effective”. The indicated check behaves as
follows: the bill is printed (last operation registered in the system in the customer’s physical
presence) and 23 h later, seven products are deleted, and the check is subsequently closed
(with the corresponding record in the system’s bill). This behavior could indicate the use
of ghost clients to commit fraud; that is, records in the system associated with a customer
that never existed (it does not make sense to modify a check whose consumption bill was
printed for the customer on the previous day).
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Figure 8 shows a relative view over time, with the operations on checks (points)
executed by the originators (shown in each row). The objective is to evaluate the incidence
of the different executors regarding the operations performed using the system.
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Figure 8. View by the originator of the executed operations.

We then used filtering options to show the originators’ behavior in relation to the
exceptional “Suppress product” activity according to the date on which they occurred (in
Figure 9, product cancellation activities are shown as points by each originator, according to
the date on which they occurred). The results show that the user who canceled the greatest
number of products was also the one who performed the biggest number of operations
outside the established schedule.
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Finally, a relative logical view was obtained using a dotted chart (the instances are
placed in rows, the color of the points represents the type of operation to be performed, and
the x-axis shows the amounts of operations in each check). The image (Figure 10) makes it
possible to identify checks presenting more than 30 removed products (violet dots).
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As a result of performing the “Temporal Analysis” phase, we identified irregularities
referring to operations performed outside service hours, with a high incidence of excep-
tional product elimination activities. We also detected workers who frequently operated
outside established hours and who tended to execute multiple product eliminations for
each check.

5.3. Sequence Analysis

To identify irregular sequences according to the order in which the activities appeared,
an overview of the process sequences was obtained using trace alignment (Figure 11).
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A preliminary examination of the sequences shown in Figure 11 reveals the existence
of 73 different process execution sequences. Only one sequence conformed to the expected
normal process sequence (Open → Print → Close). According to the trace alignment
results, of the total, 3570 instances followed the regulated process. Over 2700 instances
(accounting for 43% of attended customers) followed exceptional sequences.

A high concentration of the exceptional operation “suppress product” (shown in red)
could also be appreciated across the process’s different sequences. This behavior could be
interpreted as a high error rate of product registrations during the checks or as habitual
fraud, related to the exceptional operation. In total, product eliminations occurred in
approximately 30% of the total processed checks. In addition, an average of more than two
products was canceled per check, which is a high value.

We then analyzed the different patterns presenting the exceptional activity “sup-
press product” (and we also identified irregularities associated with this activity in the
previous phase):

• Checks that included product cancellations after printing the customer’s consumer bill:

We used ordering-based filters to obtain the sequences in which product deletions
occurred after printing. The filter specification in LTL language using the temporal logic
filter was as follows:

ate.ACTIVITY as ACTIVITY = A equals “suppress product”;
ate.ACTIVITY as ACTIVITY = I equals “print check”;
formula := <>( (ACTIVITY == I /\ <>( ACTIVITY == A )));

The visual output of the trace alignment with the filtered data is presented in Figure 12.
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• Annulled checks without prior suppression of the inserted products.

The cancellation of checks is an exceptional activity presenting the lowest frequency
in the process. However, it is extremely risky because it can be used to charge the customer
for a product or service and not leave records of the income in the system.

We filtered the sequences that contained the “Annul check” activity and visually
detected a group of sequences with check cancellations without the prior suppression of
the products inserted before closing the check (a business rule established by the hotel to
prevent fraud). This behavior is visualized using a temporary ordering-based filter, which
returns 66 checks incurring the anomalous behavior explained above. The filtered data are
subsequently processed using trace alignment (See Figure 13).
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Filter specification is expressed in the LTL language, using the temporal logic filter:

ate.ACTIVITY as ACTIVITY =B equals “Annul check”;
ate.ACTIVITY as ACTIVITY =A equals “Suppress product”;
ate.ACTIVITY as ACTIVITY =C equals “Close Check”;
formula := (<>(ACTIVITY == B)/\ !(<>( (ACTIVITY == A/\ _O(ACTIVITY == C )))));

Figure 13 shows two sequences containing the behavior described, (the first “Open→
Close→ Annul_check” and the second “Open→ Print→ Close→ Annul_check”).

• Checks with product deletions, no consumer bill printing for the customer.

We additionally employed visual analysis using trace alignment to identify a group of
211 checks in which products had been eliminated and the activity “Print_Check” was not
executed (signifying that the user had paid without previously checking the consumption).
This behavior could be used to commit fraud. Figure 14 shows the algorithm’s output (the
opening of the check in dark green -a0-; the eliminations of products -d0- in purple; the
closing operation -c0- in purple and, at the end of the process, the annulment of checks-e0-
in light green).
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• Comparison of sequences with suppressed products depending on the means of
payment.

Figure 15 shows the sequences that include product deletions and whose means
of payment (attribute of the instance) is “Credit Card” or “Cash”, using the filtering
capabilities of Phase II.
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Figure 15a shows only four sequences with suppressed products (activity indicated
in red -b- on the image) when using a credit card. Keeping in mind that these sequences
involve only eight checks in two years, we can infer that when credit cards are used, almost
no products are suppressed. We could also appreciate that a product was never deleted
after printing the bill for a customer who paid with a credit card.

Conversely, Figure 15b shows that when paying in cash, 29 different sequences are
found involving product suppressions (activity exposed in red -b-) across hundreds of
checks. Therefore, it is likely that cash is being used for fraudulent actions at points of sale.

5.4. Exceptional Pattern Analysis

We used the performance sequences analysis in order to conduct a combined examina-
tion of the irregularities detected in previous phases. The algorithm enables simultaneously
evaluating exceptional execution sequences and abnormal patterns detected according to
the time and originators of the process.

There can be as many combinations of filters to be executed with the PSA to visually
analyze the irregularities detected in previous phases as those projected by the auditor to
clarify and guide the investigation.

As an illustration, we present a view of the PSA that shows instance patterns exceeding
12 h of execution (irregular temporal patterns), which also execute consecutive suppressions
of over five products per check (filters by specific sub-sequences of irregular activities). To
finish, we applied the following restrictions: that the check has not been annulled and that
the means of payment is ‘charge to the room’ (filter for specific domain attributes). The
algorithm’s output is shown in Figure 16.
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The algorithm’s visual output, combined with the statistics shown in the image, shows
which instance with the longest duration in each pattern oscillates between 20 and 27 hours.
Deletion sequences exceeding five products occur before the printing of the check (for
patterns 2 and 3) and after the printing of the check (for pattern 0). For filtered cases,
the possibility of errors having been incurred that justify the facts is minimal, and the
probability of constituting fraudulent sequences is, therefore, high.

We also visually detected that “Pattern 1” included multiple product deletions without
a subsequent printing of the bill to be signed by the customer, recording the consumption.
This type of pattern could indicate the presence of fraudulent actions, which seek to charge
products that were never consumed to the customer’s bill.

As a complement to the analysis and evidence accumulated, the auditor should initiate
a field investigation of the checks and users involved, prioritizing the analysis of the most
suspicious elements.

In this case, we did not use the extended functionalities that allowed clustering the
activity sequences in order to achieve visual abstractions of the patterns. Indeed, we were
in the presence of a structured process with few different activities, and carrying out the
clustering would not have contributed any added value to the visual analysis.

6. Conclusions

Process mining is a promising approach when seeking to extract underlying informa-
tion from traces found in systems.

In this paper, we conceptualized an approach based on the organizational and techno-
logical elements that support auditing work. The main advantage of our approach is how
it combines the visual potential of existing process mining techniques and algorithms to
apply to the field of fraud audits.

The approach is composed of two layers: a data persistence layer, “Core Data”, and an
analysis layer, “Visual Analysis”. The visual analysis layer lies at the core of our approach.
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It is divided into six phases that describe the actions to follow to detect fraud patterns. The
phases were conceptualized based on the experience of audits conducted using process
mining over multiple real scenarios.

The analysis techniques proposed in the approach were selected by a group of experts
in fraud audits, using the Delphi method and the analytic hierarchy process (AHP). Several
algorithms used (fuzzy miner, performance sequences analysis, and trace alignment) were
modified in order to enhance their effectiveness in audits.

Based on the proposed approach, we developed a technological solution (ABACO)
to detect fraud data patterns during fraud audits. It is currently being implemented by
internal auditors and compliance officers in six financial institutions, a telecommunications
company, a hotel chain, and a large chain of outlets.

For demonstration purposes, we presented a real hotel management use case. As a
result of the practical validation, we detected the following suspected fraudulent behaviors:
operations on checks outside service hours; a concentration of activities and exceptional
sequences of product deletions with fraudulent characteristics; a high incidence of specific
users in the execution of anomalous activities; vulnerabilities in the handling of checks
when cash or room charging was used as a means of payment; breaches of control objectives
established to cancel checks, and multiple executions that followed alternative behavior
patterns to those that were institutionally regulated.

The results validated the effectiveness of using process mining combined with visual
analytics in fraud audits. The study thus lays the foundations for the evaluation of new
methods and algorithms that will enhance and consolidate visual audits for fraud detection
of traces.

7. Limitations and Future Work

Although we propose methodological elements that guide the audit process, the flows
that combine the analysis techniques in a business domain are executed manually. The
automatic reuse of analysis flows in similar environments is not yet possible.

As an additional limitation, the structure used to store the events does not allow
examining the process from different perspectives. This limits the possibilities of analysis.

In the future, we plan to:

• Work on a proposal for the MDA type (Model Driven Architecture) that will allow
generating multiplatform code automatically from previously modeled analysis flows,
combining process mining techniques and visual analytics for fraud audits.

• Develop a proposal for the conceptual design of the phases of a multidimensional
data warehouse that enables multi-perspective event log and focuses on fraud audits.

• Work on a paper that includes new real use cases with more activities to extend the
experimental validation of the proposal.
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